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Preface by Sharon Bristow
Schools and national policy are increasingly placing importance on developing pupil voice and
encouraging students to be partners in their learning. A digest of research is available on the
Department for Children, School and Families Standards website.1
In 2009 the Kent and Medway Youth Forums enabled museums to explore young people’s views on
sustainability in order to seek ways in which museums could work with young people in the future
to address issues identified through the consultation.2
As well as the valuable insights gained from the consultation itself, museums were able to learn
useful pointers for developing youth forums and consulting with young people. The purpose of this
toolkit is to consider why museums should consult young people and then to act as a guide through
the logistical questions about how to set up and run a Forum.
Thanks to Claire Adler and the Kent and Medway Museums, and other contributors to this toolkit
which was funded by the Museum, Libraries and Archive Council’s Renaissance South East
Programme.
Sharon Bristow
October 2009

1
2

http://www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/research/themes/pupil_voice/?digest=all
For a copy of the Report contact sharon.bristow@hants.gov.uk
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Introduction
This toolkit has been developed out of the direct experience of developing Youth Forums and in
particular the Kent Museums Youth Forums (KMYF) funded by the Museums, Libraries and Archives
Council’s DCMS funded Renaissance South East3 programmes. The Forums were convened via the
SLIME Network4 and Kent and Medway Learning Access Group (KMLAG).
The purpose of this toolkit is to consider why museums should consult young people and then to
act as a guide through the logistical questions about how set up and run a Forum. The final section
is an introduction to some of the possible techniques that could be used to consult young people.
Throughout this toolkit there are case studies of museum Youth Forums that demonstrate some of
the different types of Youth Forum.

Kent Museums Formal Youth Forum with members of Whitstable Museum’s ‘Local Communities
Memories Group’

3

http://www.mla.gov.uk/what/programmes/renaissance
Science Links in Museum Education is a network of museums and related organisations across the South East who
work together to support and promote the study of science through collections. Funded by Renaissance South East.
4
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Section one
Why develop consultations with young people?
Making the argument to museums’ governing bodies
International and national legislation supports the idea that young people should not only be given
the opportunity to express their opinions but that they also have a legal right to help shape the
services that directly affect them.
In 1989 the UN adopted the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) which
was adopted by the UK in 1991. Article 12 calls for State parties to ‘assure to the child who is
capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters
affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and
maturity of the child’. Whilst this is not legally enforceable it can be viewed as a starting point for
why museums should engage with young people.
Central to the British Government’s attitudes to young people is the green paper Every Child
Matters5, which has underpinned all government strategy relating to children and young people
since it was published in 2003. The purpose of this strategy is to use both economic and social
means to break the cycle of deprivation and raise skills levels across the country. In 2007 the
government published the Children’s Plan6 which includes the idea that services should be shaped
by, and be responsive to, young people and that all young people have the potential to succeed in
life.
As part of Every Child Matters, in 2005, the Government published the green paper Youth
Matters7, setting out proposals designed to improve outcomes for 13 to 19 year olds. It proposed
that young people should have:
“- more things to do and places to go in their local area, and more choice and influence over what is
available
- more opportunities to volunteer and to make a contribution to their local community
- better information, advice and guidance about issues that matter to them, delivered in the way
they want to receive it
- better support when they need extra help to deal with problems.“
In January 2009 the Audit Commission published the report Tired of Hanging Around8, which
concluded that ‘sport and leisure can prevent anti-social behaviour’ and ‘Projects must be
accessible, reliable and relevant, and reflect the diversity of young people’s needs’.

5

www.everychildmatters.gov.uk

6

www.dcsf.gov.uk/publications/childrensplan/
www.dcsf.gov.uk/everychildmatters/Youth/youthmatters/youthmatters
8
www.audit-commission.gov.uk/nationalstudies/localgov/hangingaround/Pages/Default.aspx#downloads
7

5

Therefore there is a legislative imperative for involving young people in museums as part of the
decision-making process. But there is also a common sense approach based on the understanding
that if young people are involved in the decision-making process then the museum’s projects,
exhibitions, events, websites etc are more likely to meet their needs.
Assessing current provision
Before embarking on a Youth Forum it is important to assess what your organisation is already
doing for young people and to establish which areas of your organisation’s work could be improved
by further engaging with young people. The National Youth Agency published the Hear By Right9
framework to use ‘measurable standards to map the current level of young people's participation
across a wide range of service providers and then strategically develop an action plan to further
this.’ Many museums across the country are currently using this framework to assess their
provision. The framework can be an important tool for thinking strategically about why and how
you want to establish a Youth Forum, so that it meets both your institution’s as well as the
individual participant’s needs.

Collective Minds
© Tyne &Wear Archives & Museums

9

http://hbr.nya.org.uk/
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Case Study 1: Green SLIME or Kent Museums Informal and Formal Youth Forums
Chatham Historic Dockyard, Rochester Guildhall Museum, Canterbury Museums (through
Whitstable Museum), Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art Gallery, Royal Engineers Museum.
Sharon Bristow
07843367142
sharon.bristow@hants.gov.uk
Project description:
The Museums, Libraries and Archives Council’s Strategic Commissioning and Renaissance South
East programmes, funded the development of Kent Museums Youth Forum through the SLIME
Network and Kent and Medway Learning Access Group. The Kent Museums Youth Forum
investigated whether young people across Kent were interested in the issues of sustainability and if
so whether museums could play a role in addressing these issues. The project also set out to
demonstrate how Youth Forums can be developed and how they can help to shape and develop
museum policies.
Claire Adler, Museum Learning Consultant, was commissioned to develop:
 A Formal Youth Forum with ten 14 to 16 year old boys from a single secondary school based
near Chatham Historic Dockyard.
 An Informal Youth Forum with 13 to 18 year olds living in and around Tunbridge Wells who
could commit a number of consecutive Saturdays.
The issues of sustainability were divided into three topics that the different museums felt they
could address through their collections. Both Youth Forums addressed the same issues but in
different museums.
Outcomes:
 Contact with some enthusiastic local young people who we intend to approach to work with
again in the future
 Different ways of looking at collections through in-depth discussion with the young people
involved
 Greater knowledge of Green issues and making connections with museum/collections
Legacy:
 Chatham Historic Dockyard intends to establish a new themed day that draws on the ropemaking materials session and ties in with historical and modern forestry conservation issues.
 Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art Gallery want to take forward their ideas on sustainability and
perhaps run an event for young people based on their proposals.
 Rochester Guildhall Museum intends to restructure a session already taught for primary schools
to highlight issues of sustainability and how they relate to life today.
“Chatting to the young people involved in the consultation really gave me an insight into what they
thought was important, both in terms of sustainability issues, but also in terms of what they felt
museums were about” - Katrina Burton, Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art Gallery
7

Case Study 2: Creative Consultants (Visual Dialogues Project)
Manchester Art Gallery
Alex Woodall, Interpretation Development Officer
0161 235 8844
a.woodall@manchester.gov.uk
Project description:
The Creative Consultants are a diverse group of about twenty five 15 to 18 year olds from across
Greater Manchester who meet regularly at Manchester Art Gallery to explore collections, work
with a variety of artists and gallery staff, create artworks, make interpretation and gallery displays.
They are recruited from schools and colleges each year, although some always stay for more than
one year and act in more of a mentor-like role. They meet approximately once a fortnight, at
weekends or during school holidays.
The main project they work on is Visual Dialogues, a national partnership with Tate, funded by
DCMS and DCFS. The idea is that they create interpretations to link historic works from the
collection with contemporary loans from Tate. They also run events programmes linked to their
display. Over the five years, the group has become more embedded within the organisation, and
now, they really are seen as consultants and participants in other gallery-wide projects. For
example, they have worked with the marketing team to create peer marketing for exhibitions, and
they have worked with the web manager to user test new sites, as well as going to lots of ‘behind
the scenes’ sessions with other staff members
Outcomes:
 Interpretation/curation for a display in the gallery
 Working with artists and designers to create interpretive devices
 Developing confidence and ownership of the gallery
 Trips to other galleries (including to London overnight)
 Family learning and lifelong learning programmes linked to Visual Dialogues display
Legacy:
 Having a group of young people who really participate in Manchester Art Gallery and are
genuinely seen as valuable to our work and progressing ideas
 Developing new ways of working and thinking about collections
 Creating physical items for display long term
 Ability to run similar projects each year due to increasing success of the last
“It’s pretty cool because you go into a gallery and you think of it as a place for really accomplished
artists’ work, but suddenly, to have your own work in there, is amazing. It’s pulled everything
together hearing our own voices in there.” Annie, Creative Consultant
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Section two
How to develop consultations with young people
There are a number of different questions that you need to ask yourself and your organisation
before you begin to set up a Youth Forum.
What type of Youth Forum do you want to set up?
You need to decide whether you want a Formal or an Informal Youth Forum as it can affect not only
how you develop your Youth Forum but also the possible outcomes.
Informal Youth Forum
An Informal Youth Forum is a group of individuals that have been invited to attend outside formal
school hours. Contact might be made through schools, youth groups or personal contacts.
Formal Youth Forum
A Formal Youth Forum is a group of young people from a local school who attend with a teacher
during the school day.
To help you decide which sort of Youth Forum is the most appropriate for your organisation there is
a comparison below of the advantages and disadvantages of Formal and Informal Youth Forums
based on the experience of the Kent Museums Youth Form.10
Formal Group
Mono-cultural group – young people likely to
have the same educational and social
background and therefore similar perspectives
The young people know each other so are less
likely to learn much that is new from each
other
You can be fairly sure that the group will attend
Unsure whether the group will be interested in
museums and the topics being discussed or
just using it as an excuse to get out of Maths
Know in advance the ages and abilities so easy
to plan and target the activities accordingly

School organise transport
School provide staff to cover transporting
group to the museum and other sites

Informal Group
Will hopefully get a more mixed group of young
people – with different experiences in
education and museums
The young people will learn from and feed off
each other’s different experiences
You have no idea at all if anyone will show up
Know that the individuals will probably be
interested in museums and/or topics being
discussed and/or giving their opinions
Limited idea about the ages and abilities of the
young people in advance – therefore need to
have contingencies for all age groups and
abilities
Challenge of organising transport for an
unknown number of people
Museums need to find the staff to cover
transporting group to other sites

10

The report of Kent Museums Youth Forums can be accessed through the SLIME network
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/SLIMENetwork/files/GreenSLIME-YouthForum-FinalReport.pdf
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There is a possibility that you will relate more
to the teacher than the students
Session must fit into the school day

You are more likely to build a relationship with
the young people and their families
Length of session can be very flexible as young
people can ring their parents or guardians to
say they will be finishing early or late
All have similar knowledge base as have the
Very diverse experiences and knowledge base
same lessons with the same teachers
as young people could be from different
schools and age groups
Feels more formal with young people more
Very informal feeling. The group, including the
likely for instance to put up hands and interact adults, may chat far more and as a result the
as they would in school
consultation may be more like an informal
conversation
May not be committed to the topic discussed
Committed to the topic under discussion
because they have given up their spare time
After the summer term exams was the perfect
After summer term exams is the worst time to
time of year for the Kent Forum as the school
get young people to commit to several
wanted to fill up the last few weeks of term
Saturdays, as they are likely to have other
with interesting things to do
leisure commitments such as parties, festivals
and fetes
The group will be encouraged to participate by You will have to quickly assess the young
the teacher who know the levels of interest and people’s capabilities while you are working
capabilities of the individuals
with them
More intense timescale as the sessions may
The sessions need to be regular but not too
need to be in a single week or two weeks
often
Need to have around three or four sessions.
Need to have a minimum of three or four
(The school is unlikely to commit to many more sessions. But preferably, after the initial
than this)
consultation, the Forum should continue as a
long term project
The sessions need to be held during the school The sessions need to be held outside of the
day
school day, in the evening or at the weekend.
Which means you must have staff commitment
to give up what may possibly be their spare
time
Do you want to involve more than one museum?
Effective Youth Forums can be set up where the group begins by working with a number of
different museums. This gives the group a more diverse experience of museums and a better
understanding of how museums can take a different approach to similar problems. The Youth
Forum could then be based at a single museum once the initial consultation process has begun and
initial project or event or exhibition or displays etc. are being developed.
How many young people do you want to involve?
Around ten young people is a good number of people to involve in a Youth Forum as this is enough
to get a discussion going but not so large a group that it is difficult to notice when people are not
participating or feeling ignored. Around ten will also ensure that the Forum does not feel too
similar to a classroom environment.
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Top Tip # 1
Collect email addresses and mobile numbers very early on and make sure you keep in direct and
constant communication with frequent reminders about sessions.
Alex Woodall, Interpretation Development Officer
Manchester City Galleries
How old should the young people be?
This entirely depends on what you are consulting about. Consultations can be held with any age
group, from 2 years old to adulthood, it is simply the activities that will need to be changed
accordingly. For the purpose of this document we are primarily talking about 13 to 19 year olds.
However most of the general principles can be transferred to younger children or adults.
Where should the Youth Forum be held?
If you want young people to feel inspired by your museum then you need to hold the Youth Forum
in your inspiring spaces. This can be a gallery, a garden or an education room but try to avoid
meeting rooms which can be too formal and intimidating.

National Portrait Gallery Youth Forum
©National Portrait Gallery

What is the best time of year to hold a Youth Forum?
Formal Youth Forums, especially for Secondary Schools that are looking for activities to engage
their students, could be held after the summer exams. Therefore if the museum can offer an
11

interesting series of consultations they may not have a problem involving schools at this time of
year. As with all secondary school museum visits you may have problems at other times of the year
due to exams and covering other classes.
However after the summer exams is not the best time for Informal Youth Forums as this is the time
when young people have other leisure commitments such as summer fetes, festivals and are keen
to make the most of the fine weather. The school holidays are also a bad time as many young
people are away from home at this time. Therefore the autumn and spring terms are best, either
on a Saturday or after school.
But most importantly to gauge the best time for both Formal and Informal Youth Forums ask the
participants. Find out which are the best days and times for them.
Top Tip #2
Don't be disappointed if smaller numbers than expected attend at the beginning. It can take a while
to grow, and once young people are engaged they will encourage others to get involved.
Rachel Moss, Young People's Programmes Manager
National Portrait Gallery
How do you get the young people involved in the first place?
How you attract young people to attend the Youth Forum depends on whether it is Formal or
Informal Youth Forum.
How do you attract young people to a Formal Youth Forum?
Before contacting any schools you need to decide what ‘type’ of young person you want to involve
in the Youth Forum, which may relate to the topic that you are consulting about. You may want to
go through the:
- Gifted and Talented Co-ordinator
- Learning Mentor Co-ordinator
- Head of subject e.g. History / Geography/ Science
- Local pupil referral unit
- Local Authority subject advisors
All schools have a presence on the Internet so it can be relatively easy to find the initial contact
details for the relevant co-ordinator.
It is important that you pitch the Youth Forum to the teacher/ co-ordinator to make it both
appealing and relevant to them and also relevant to the young people. This may mean creating two
types of publicity such as a flyer for the young people and a simple information sheet for the
teachers or co-ordinators.
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Top Tip #3
It takes ages to get into a school - find a link person there and pester them to liaise with you. School
secretaries can be a little like doctors’ receptionists, plus having a name to deal with provides a
much speedier response. Make your case well and have all the paperwork to hand. Schools are not
going to let a load of babbling fools loose on their classes!
Suzannah Carey, Play Association, Tower Hamlets
From TOP TIPS FOR RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
http://www.crfr.ac.uk/cpd/listeningtochildren/materials/toptipsjune05.pdf

How do you attract young people to an Informal Youth Forum?
The best form of advertising is word-of-mouth. Young people will be encouraged to attend if they
have heard about it from a friend, a teacher or youth group leader but are less likely if a parent tells
them about it. Therefore time needs to be allowed to establish contact via local schools and youth
groups and to follow up these initial contacts. After initial contact has been made flyers, posters,
radio adverts, and social networking sites like Facebook can be used to give the young people more
information and reinforce the message.
Finding the most relevant youth groups and schools can mean a long trawl through the Internet and
local telephone directories. Organisations that may be connected to your local young people
include:
- Local schools – history/ science etc co-ordinator (again it is important to contact a specific
teacher)
- Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme - www.dofe.org
- Scouts – www.scouts.org.uk
- Guides - www.girlguiding.org.uk
- Local Authority Youth Services – they should have access to lots of different youth groups in your
area.
- Local religious youth groups
- Museums’ contacts with young people
- Friends of museum staff.
- Connexions. The Connexions service was established in 2001 with the aim of providing a
comprehensive service to meet young people's needs for information, advice and support. Because
Connexions are now funded and managed by each Local Authority there will be variations across
the country in what they offer young people. www.connexions-direct.com
Some local authorities now have their own Youth Forums who you can ‘hire out’ for a fee. They will
organise a group of young people to attend your consultation meetings as a group. For example
the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust in the South East have their own Youth Forum which
could be accessed by museums. Be aware though that this does have some of the same drawbacks
as the Formal Youth Forum.
13

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the flyer that was used for the Kent Museums Informal Youth
Forum.
Top Tip #4
Don't make any assumptions, keep your expectations high and encourage the young people to
think blue sky before pinning them down to practicalities - then get them involved in as many of the
logistics as possible, even risk assessments!
Rachel Moss, Young People's Programmes Manager
National Portrait Gallery
How do you make flyers and posters attractive to young people?
The Nottinghamshire Cluster Group Youth Forum found that the flyers that most young people will
be likely to respond to are:
- Simple
- Bold
- Informative
- Direct
- Have a snappy tag line
- Have a website address where they can then find out more
- Fit into their pocket
They are unlikely to ring a telephone number for more information, although their parents might.
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Collective Minds
© Tyne &Wear Archives & Museums

What information do you need to know about your young people at the beginning of your Youth
Forum?
For an Informal Youth Forum you need:
Name, age, contact address, contact email, any special dietary requirements or food allergies,
access requirements and religious constraints of the young person.
Name, contact phone number and email of the young person’s parent/ guardian
Parental/ guardian permission to take and use photographs.
If more than one museum/ site is involved permission to transport young person.
Please see Appendix B for a copy of the permission form which was used for the Kent Museums
Informal Youth Forum.
For a Formal Youth Forum you need:
Name, age, any special dietary requirements or food allergies, access requirements and religious
constraints of the young person.
Parental/ guardian permission to take and use photographs.
Top Tip # 5
Make sure exhibitions are held when members of the forum are actually about (mid summer
holidays was not the best time!)
Kay Topping, Education Officer
Haslemere Educational Museum
How can you encourage young people to participate in a Youth Forum?
In all publicity and correspondence with the youth workers/ teachers etc you will need to
emphasise what the young people will get out of the Youth Forum.
For instance:
- Free food and drink (essential!)
- A new experience in their local museum
- Free entry to all participating museums for a year
- Increase their confidence
- Meet new people
- An opportunity to give their opinions
- Their opinions will shape the future of the museum
- Have fun
- A positive and different experience to put on their CV
How many meetings of the Youth Forum should you plan?
Formal Youth Forum
15

A Formal Youth Forum will need to be held in a concentrated length of time but to get some
rapport with the young people and to gain some depth of understanding of their feelings and
opinions you will need a minimum of three sessions. This will build up their understanding of what
your museum can do and also what it could do in the future.
Informal Youth Group
An Informal Youth Group should have a minimum of three sessions booked at the beginning. But it
is important that there should be an intention to continue it after the initial consultation has taken
place to develop a project which can involve the Youth Forum participants.
Therefore from the beginning make sure that time and finances are available to act on the
consultation results.
What do you do if no one shows up for an Informal Youth Forum?
Panic! Then calm down and see whether there are any young people in the museum you can
approach and interest in joining. You then need to stick to the initial plan of sessions and keep
pestering youth groups etc. to send young people along. Youth Forums generally work on the
snowball effect, once one person has attended they will tell their friends who will in turn tell their
friends.

Haslemere Young Person Exhibition team – Haslemere Educational Museum
How do you encourage young people to come back to the next session?
Firstly make sure they enjoyed the first session! Then make sure they know when the next session
is and email and/or send a letter a few days before to remind them again. Also ask them to bring
their friends (if there is space) as most people are more comfortable when they are with somebody
they already know.
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Make sure that the young people know that what they are being consulted about will be used in
the future by the museum and it will not be a waste of time.
How long should each session be?
Each session should probably be around three to four hours. This will give you one to two hours for
a museum based activity. Time for lunch and then an hour to an hour and half for the consultation
exercise.

Top Tip #6
Be in touch with what children are interested in (i.e. current things/fads/football teams etc...) and
use this knowledge to connect and start your conversation. I have always found children more likely
to tell me things about their worlds, if I have some understanding of what is important in their
worlds!
Jennifer Turpie, Director of Research and Policy, Children in Scotland
From TOP TIPS FOR RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
http://www.crfr.ac.uk/cpd/listeningtochildren/materials/toptipsjune05.pdf
What should you consult about?
Anything that is relevant to your museum. It could be about your programming for exhibitions
when and what they should be; how to develop an events programme; how to interpret an exhibit
or it could be about a specific topic that the museum is interested in addressing such as
sustainability. The most important thing is that whatever you consult about you must use your
results otherwise you are not only wasting the time of the young people and yourselves but also
undermining the value of the process of consultation.
Top Tip # 7
Be clear on what you can offer and what you can’t offer.
Andrea Winn, Curator of Community Exhibitions
The Manchester Museum

How much will it cost to run a Youth Forum?
It depends on what you do, but generally they are inexpensive to run.
If the Youth Forum is going to be based in your museum, using resources that you already have
available in your stores, then the additional costs will be for refreshments and staff time and giving
the group free entry to your site for a year, if appropriate.
However if you are doing a Youth Forum with a number of museums or want them to visit other
museums or artists' studios there may be transport costs, which can be expensive. Transporting 5
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or 15 children by coach from one site to another can cost a minimum of £150 however this cost can
be reduced if you have access to a minibus and an insured driver.
How do you know if the Youth Forum is working?
If the participants are returning for further sessions, or if they cannot attend, their friends are
attending it indicates that they are enjoying the sessions and see that they are a worthwhile use of
their time.
If you are getting information from the Youth Forum that you at feel is useful and interesting then it
shows that it has been successful. This may not be the information that you set out to get but even
the most basic information, such as Saturday mornings are not a good time to hold events for
young people, can help to shape your service provision.
How do you evaluate the Youth Forum?
Evaluation can be done formally by employing someone to attend some of the sessions and talk to
the staff and the participants. This will obviously have cost implications and should be built in from
the beginning of the project.
Alternatively each session could finish by asking the participants to feed back on their experience
and what they liked best and least. They could also be asked to position stickers on dart board
targets that have questions above them such as ‘I enjoyed today’; ‘I had fun’; ‘I felt my opinions
were valued’. They put their stickers close to the bull’s eye if they agree with the statement and in
the outer rings if they do not.
You could also evaluate your Youth Forum by asking the young people what they felt worked about
the Youth Forum, in order to develop a series of ‘Top Tips’ for developing Youth Forum’s or specific
activities with the Youth Forum.

Top Tips for developing a Youth Forum suggested by the Kent Museums Formal Youth Forum (a
group of 14 to 16 year old boys)
 free lunch
 engaging with everyone separately
 valuing everyone’s opinions
 having a laugh
 the museum being prepared
 being out of school
 free
 exciting things to do
 cosy and comfy
 lots of activities
 variety of different locations
 picking the right people – who are interested
 open-minded person running it
 hands on experience
 organisers to identify local hazards that a 14 year old might find (e.g. mud!)
 name tags for personal approach
18

Manchester Museum Youth Board
©The Manchester Museum
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Case Study 3: Collective Minds
Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums (TWAM)/North East Regional Museums Hub
Adam Goldwater, Hub Learning Manager
0191 263 9860
adam.goldwater@twmuseums.org.uk
Project description:
During the summer of 2006 TWAM recruited a children’s panel to work on aspects of exhibitions,
holiday activities, on-line content and marketing. The panel meets once during each school holiday
and works with the TWAM Learning Team to develop and incorporate ideas into what museums do.
Activities include:
 Suggesting how topics can be best explained and interpreted.
 Testing out interactive games in exhibitions and on our website.
 Advising on the appearance of displays to ensure our exhibitions contain memorable features.
 Assessing marketing material.
 Designing new games, interactives and holiday fun for the future.
The panel consists of on average ten 8 to 12 year olds each session. There are twenty five children
in total on the mailing list and we are constantly recruiting new members to each meeting. The
panel was the first of its kind for Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums. We wanted it to provide an
invaluable insight into children’s inspiration, creativity and enjoyment.
Outcomes:
 Staff involved have found the sessions exhilarating, enjoyable and thought provoking
 The participants’ feedback has provided us with invaluable advice on child friendly aspects that
can be fed into future re-developments – they have enjoyed being able to express their own
opinions and have their own ideas about what we can do and the panel’s identity and confidence
grows with each meeting.
Legacy:
 It has promoted access to TWAM’s services for children and their families, by providing a ‘by
children for children’ approach to museum visiting, encouraging more reluctant visitors to feel that
there is something on offer for them.
 It has helped to build and develop our wider family audience, as well as enhancing children’s
learning about TWAM’s objects and collections, therefore encouraging all children to become
active and engaged visitors.
“Children and young people’s participation has taken on a new meaning across TWAM with the
development of Collective Minds. Now that they have a panel, children and young people are able
to have a direct impact on how service is delivered to other children and young people. I have
clearly been able to highlight dialogue and change” - Investing in Children evaluation of the panel.
20

Case Study 4: HYPE (Haslemere Young Person Exhibition team)
Haslemere Educational Museum
Kay Topping, Education Officer
01428 642112
enquiries@haslemeremuseum.co.uk
Project description:
HYPE is made up of young people from the Haslemere area aged 11 to 19 years. The group meet at
least once a month either in the evening or during school holidays. The last project they completed
was “Our Museum of the Future” where they created an exhibition telling what it is like to be a
teenager at the beginning of the 21st century. They considered their identity and place in the local
community, and used these ideas to create objects they felt would tell their story in their “Museum
of the Future.” The nature of these objects ranged from material culture, such as recycled clothing
and mosaics, to intangible culture such as street dance and DJ-ing. They recorded their experiences
in photographs and scrapbooks which also went into the exhibition. The exhibition showed
individual work, thoughts on today’s material world, fast food and technology and contained an
area for visitors to contribute their thoughts on what might be in future museums. The project took
place over a period of seven months with a variety of workshops and culminated in the exhibition
that had its own Private View evening and was on for two weeks during the summer holidays.
Outcomes:
 17 young people participated in the workshops and created items for the exhibition.
 The exhibition was very successful.
 It promoted young people in a very positive way and was very well received by visitors
 The young people gained in skills and confidence through participating in workshops and
creating an exhibition advocating young people.
Legacy:
 Many of the young people are still involved in HYPE and are currently working on a
photographic project with an exhibition next year.
 Previous HYPE members now volunteer at the Museum or take part in other community
projects having gained confidence and skills through HYPE.
‘We hope that you enjoy our museum and have fun looking at it because we had great fun making
it!!’ – Gemma (from introduction to exhibition)
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Section three
Things to think about when setting up a Youth Forum
What should you wear?
Don’t wear a suit. Don’t wear anything too revealing. Don’t try and look ‘cool’ even if you are only a
few years older than the young people they are unlikely to see you as ‘cool’. Wear comfortable
clothes that look tidy.
Top Tip #8
Don't 'dress down' when doing research with kids - you're only fooling yourself. Don't call them kids
either.
Dr. Tom Hall, School of Social Sciences, Cardiff University
From TOP TIPS FOR RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
http://www.crfr.ac.uk/cpd/listeningtochildren/materials/toptipsjune05.pdf
What should you say?
Don’t try and use words that you think are currently ‘in’, unless you are part of their group you are
unlikely to know which words are fashionable with a particular group.
How should you behave with the young people?
You need to be friendly but not become their friend; they need to see you as a friendly,
knowledgeable person, who can open up opportunities and who has a job to do that they can help
with.

Kent Museums
Formal Youth Forum
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What is my name?
Have sticky labels available for every session for both the young people and the adults to write their
names on and attach visibly. This saves any embarrassment for people who cannot remember
names and also gives some equality between the museum staff and young people. Then try and
remember everyone’s name as quickly as possible.
What do they want to eat?
Corporate food e.g. platters of beautifully presented sandwiches and nibbles can be intimidating.
To find out what your members of the Youth Forum like to eat, ask them. By involving the young
people in every aspect of the development of the Youth Forum you are showing them that you
respect their opinions from the start.
However for the first session the following are generally well received: simple sandwiches, fizzy
drinks, crisps, Mars Bars/ Twix, grapes and bananas. It may not be the healthiest of lunches but it
can all help as an incentive to returning the next Youth Forum. Also ensure that there is water,
squash, and/or tea available throughout the session.

Top Tip # 9
Use lots of eye contact, smiles, warm heart, fun and laughter (if appropriate): children figure out in
a split second whether you are really with them/interested or just extracting information from
them. They need to see you care, that you can engage with them as they would like to be engaged
with. They need you to understand why they may/may not be responding.
Leslie Groves, freelance social development/child rights consultant
From TOP TIPS FOR RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
http://www.crfr.ac.uk/cpd/listeningtochildren/materials/toptipsjune05.pdf

How many adults should attend a Youth Forum?
If you are leaving the museum to visit another museum or artist’s studio you will need at least two
adults, otherwise a Youth Forum can be held by one adult in the same way as a school session. Try
not to have too many adults as it can be intimidating for the young people taking part.
A few extra top tips...
 Try to look and feel relaxed - young people will notice if you are nervous and anxious.
 Have fun – there is no point in undertaking a Youth Forum if you are not going to enjoy it too.
 Chat to the young people during breaks, on the bus, before the session starts, you will get to
know them better and they will also get to know you, which means they will relax.
 Don’t have everything text based - make sure that there is a minimum of reading so that you are
not marginalising anyone with dyslexia or who has difficulties with reading.
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 Use as much visual material as possible
 Be patient you may need to ask the same questions in many different ways to get a response
that is useful
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Case Study 5: Nottinghamshire Pioneers Holocaust Group
Nottinghamshire County Council, Disability Support Team
Margaret Clement
01623 626972
margaret.clement@nottscc.gov.uk
Project description:
Nottinghamshire Pioneers is a youth forum for young disabled people, which includes young people
with physical impairments, learning difficulties and sensory impairments, who live in
Nottinghamshire. The young people are aged between 13 and 24 years. They are supported by
youth workers whose role is to enable young disabled people to raise issues and concerns about
their lives and other young disabled people’s lives.
Pioneers are involved in doing access audits to ensure that they and others can use these facilities.
One of the projects the Pioneers have been involved with is working with the Holocaust Centre at
Laxton. Over the last two and a half years they have worked with them to improve access for
disabled people and learn about the experience of disabled people during the Holocaust.
Outcomes:
 Young people have completed an access audit of the centre and advised them on what are their
concerns but also identified suitable solutions to these access concerns.
 Young people have learnt about disabled people’s experience of the Holocaust and been able to
attend events at the Holocaust Centre where they have met other disabled people and learnt more
about everyone’s experiences.
Legacy:
 The centre is more inclusive for disabled people and learning opportunities have been created
for both staff and young people.
 Young people have been equals in the process through participation and not just consulted. This
has created a true relationship which is what has sustained this project for over two years.
 The centre now includes the story of disabled people in their education programme to schools
 A DVD has been produced and an educational pack is in development.
‘A complaint was put into the centre about access, the young people came with one sheet of paper
that were the good things and then they produced sheet after sheet of things they said were wrong
but came with the solutions. They commented that the centre was about stopping oppression and
discrimination and we had to accept that this is what we were doing so had to change. Young
people are the future so we need to ensure these young people continue to work with us.’ Stephen Smith MBE (Chief Executive Holocaust Centre).
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Case Study 6: National Portrait Gallery Youth Forum
National Portrait Gallery
Rachel Moss, Young People's Programmes Manager
020 7321 6277
rmoss@npg.org.uk
Project description:
The National Portrait Gallery Youth Forum was set up in autumn 2006 as a young people's advisory
panel. They meet once a month on a Thursday evening with additional meetings leading up to their
own events. There are currently 15 active members aged 14 to 21, mainly from the London area.
The group is diverse in terms of ages, ethnicity, backgrounds and interests. In October 2008, they
launched their new brand identity at Youth Forum Presents... a Friday evening event run by the
members, featuring music, gallery talks and a collaborative artwork, curated around the four key
words they use to describe what they do: participate, innovate, articulate and create.
Since then, the Forum members have been running their own events for their peers in collaboration
with identified creative practitioners, including a photography drop-in workshop and a 3-day
project. They are currently developing their online presence including social networking projects,
such as guest blogging for the Fourth Plinth One & Other project and looking into setting up a Youth
Forum Facebook site. They have also been choosing their favourite portrait in the Collection and
each researching, writing and recording an alternative audio clip, with the plan that these will be
available online.
Outcomes:
 Advising on marketing material, including the images for the Young People's Leaflets
 Contributing ideas to the programming for young people's events and workshops
 Running their own series of events for other young people
 Piloting social networking projects and creating alternative audio clips for chosen portraits
Legacy:
For the Gallery
 To make the Gallery a more youth friendly place
 To add a young person's voice to decision making at the Gallery
For the Young People
 Useful work experience and good to put on their CVs
 Can relate their projects to college work or alternative accreditation such as arts awards
"It's a welcoming place for young people. I've been here for two years and I feel right at home, it's
just like a second family, it's nice to be part of a group and there are always new opportunities and
things to do." - Raj, Youth Forum member, age 16
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Section four
Consultation Activities
To develop a Youth Forum with young people in a museum you need to work with them on a
variety of levels through a variety of different processes.

Museum activities
An important aspect of developing a Youth Forum is acknowledging that young people have a very
different view of life and their world from adults – life can be very black and white. This is one of
the reasons why working with young people can be so much fun and also so frustrating.
Therefore when you are working with young people it is important to give them both the
opportunity to give their opinions but also to ensure that their opinions are informed to start with.
After all it has taken us years of training and experience to work in museums therefore it is
important to recognise that young people need to gain some of this expertise before they can give
an informed opinion.
Top Tip # 10
Children can only talk about what they know, so you need to empower them to think outside
normal experience. For example, children being asked about their dream playground drew their
school playground with security guards in it to protect them and it from inner city stuff. After a trip
to a staffed playground, they were asked to stick stars on their favourite thing so they stuck them
on the playworker as they had not previously known such a species exists. Their drawings after the
visit showed water, complex structures and fantasy, whereas the first ones had shown monkey
bars.
Simon Rix, Play Development Worker, Haringey Play Association
From TOP TIPS FOR RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
http://www.crfr.ac.uk/cpd/listeningtochildren/materials/toptipsjune05.pdf
Therefore it may be appropriate to think about a variety of activities that could be made available
for your Youth Forum. It must also be remembered that this activity needs to be something
‘special’ not the same sessions you would offer a school group. After all the members of the Youth
Forum may have already been to the museum before; possible activities you could offer your Youth
Forum include:
- Tour of the museum stores
- Meeting behind-the-scenes staff
- Tour of a current exhibition
- Work with a local community group to discuss an issue
- Tour of the museum by a costumed interpreter/ curator
- An art workshop
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- Trip to an artist’s studio
- Photography sessions
- A handling session
- Trip to another museum
You could develop a new session/workshop to trial with the Youth Forum. This could be an
opportunity for them to find out more about the museum, its roles and its collections. It can also
be an opportunity for you to obtain the young people’s opinions about the session/workshop so
that it can become part of the consultation process.
Top Tip #11
Use plenty of techniques and materials (“post it” notes, Polaroid cameras are great too!) to gather
feedback. Get them to review new exhibitions/ make suggestions about redevelopments/ trial
interactives or even workshops and trails.
Adam Goldwater, Hub Learning Manager
Collective Minds, Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums (TWAM)/North East Regional Museums Hub

Manchester Museum Youth Board
© The Manchester Museum
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Ice-breaker activities
If you need the young people to get to know each other or to be woken up or moved around a bit,
there are a vast array of ice-breakers that can be used. Below are just a couple that might be
appropriate.
Islands and sharks
Ask the group to stand in a circle. Give them a piece of newspaper each and ask them to tear it in
half and stand on one half. With the half they are holding they have to quickly make a shark. When
everyone has made some semblance of a shark throw them all into the middle of the circle. Then
they have to get themselves into first name alphabetical order so that for instance ‘A’ for Angela
starts at one end and ‘Z’ for Zac is at the other. They are not allowed to step in the water in case
they will be “eaten” by the sharks; therefore they will have to move around each other but stay on
the pieces of paper. Also no more than two people are allowed on each piece of paper. When they
have got themselves into alphabetical order ask them to do a Mexican Wave by calling out the
letters of the alphabet and putting their hand up when they hear their letter. The group can then
sit back down in their new order.
What does the activity achieve: It mixes the group up so they are no longer sitting next to their
friends and it also wakes them up.

Islands and sharks – Kent Museums Formal Youth Forum
Similarities and Differences
Divide the group into pairs and then ask the pairs to find four museums that they have both visited
and four museums that one has visited but not the other. Then report back.
What does the activity achieve: It encourages the young people to talk to each other and think
about museums.
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Warm-up activities
To fully engage a group of young people you need to gradually build up the information that you
are trying to get from them. Below are a few activities to start warming them up to think about
museums and the issues you want to discuss.
Value Continuum
Set up an imaginary line where one end is ‘I love museums’ the other end is ‘I hate museums’. The
young people decide where on the continuum they want to stand. They will need to decide
amongst themselves whether they like museums more or less than the next person. When they are
happy with where they are in the line ask them to tell you what they like and/or dislike about
museums.
What does the activity achieve: Everyone has to participate; it fits with young people’s ideas of life
as black and white but makes them think in a little more depth; they have to talk to each other to
work out where they want to be on the continuum; you get a very quick idea of the levels of
interest in museums of the participants and it is fun

Collective Minds
© Tyne &Wear Archives & Museums
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Make a list of all the museums they have visited
This is a very simple activity where everyone calls out all the museums they can think of that they
have visited and you write them on a flip chart. It usually starts with ‘I can’t think of any more’ but
gradually the list will grow as will the discussions about what is classified as a museum. The group
are then asked which museums they have been to with their family and which with schools.
What does the activity achieve: Everyone contributes and you get an idea of the type of museums
the group are interested in and if they visit with their family or schools.
Human Bingo!
Before the session starts create a bingo card with nine or twelve questions, they could be questions
about museums or a topic that you are interested in, such as what the group reuse, reduce and
recycle or which museums they have visited e.g.
1 person who has been
to the Fan Museum

3 people who have
been to the Victoria
and Albert Museum

2 people who have been
to Ayscoughfee Hall
Museum

1... Royal Engineers
Museum

5...Maidstone
Museum

Bubble Car Museum

Natural History
Museum

Chatham Historic
Dockyard

Museum of Witchcraft

Make sure each statement is in a big enough box so that the participants can write the relevant
number of names in it. Then encourage the group to talk to each other to see if they can fill in their
card. When they have filled in all the boxes with the correct number of names, they can call out
‘Bingo’.
What does the activity achieve: The young people talk to each other about their common
experiences and have the opportunity to move around.
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Information finding activities
After one or two warm up activities the group can begin to think in more depth about the issues
that you want to consult on. Below are a few activities that can be used to gauge young people’s
responses to issues and help them to prioritise where the museum should direct its activity.
Spider’s webs
Start with a basic idea that you want to find information about, such as exhibition styles. Put the
theme in the middle of the flip chart with some spider’s web strands coming off the central
question, each one leading to an idea (so that you have eight possible ideas to begin with)

Fashion

Monsters

Global
warming

Insects

What would you come and see an
exhibition about in our museum?

Teapots

Music

Houses

Victorians

Ask the group to decide which idea they want to start thinking about first. Then lead a discussion
about what they would want an exhibition to be about. For example for fashion – what sort of
fashion? Men or women’s? From what era? What style? The conversation could, and should, move
around the subject and may divert from the original topic but throughout the conversation you
need to write down the ideas that come out and tag each one with a line so you can see where the
direction of the conversation e.g.
Fashion

1960s
mens

Beat
style

The
Beatles

Haircuts

Oasis

This can be repeated with two or three of the topics.
In this way a long discussion can be held. It can be brought back into focus at the end of the activity
by getting everyone to put two gold sticky stars by their two favourite exhibition topics.
You can then choose the two or three most popular topics and discuss them in greater depth.
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What does this activity achieve: By letting thoughts flow freely everyone has the opportunity to
participate and everyone’s ideas can be written down. The gold stars help the group to focus on
which of the ideas are most interesting to them.
How...? How...? How...?
This is similar to the activity above but instead the initial question is phrased as a how? So how do
we make an exhibition that you would want to visit? And then followed on by asking 'How?' after
each answer.

How?
How do you make an
exhibition appealing to
young people?

How?

Through
publicity

How?

Through
content

How?

This could also be done by asking Why ....? Why....? Why...? Or What....? What....? What...?
What does the activity achieve? It is more focussed than the previous activity and makes the
participants think more about the solutions.

Creative Consultants (Visual Dialogues Project)
©Manchester City Galleries
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The Good, The Bad and The Ugly...
One way to assess what your museum can do is to get the Youth Forum to assess what they think
other museums/arts centres/youth groups etc. have done. Provide three sheets of paper. On one it
says ‘The Good’ with a picture of an angelic figure, on the second ‘The Bad’, with a picture of a pile
of rubbish, and on the third ‘The Ugly’, and a picture of a very ugly dog. Divide the group into pairs
and give each pair a selection of materials that you want them to assess (such as exhibition/events
flyers) ask them to categorise them and also put post-it notes on each flyer explaining why they
have chosen that category.
What does the activity achieve: At the same time as giving their opinions the young people are also
finding out about what other museums/youth centres etc. have done. You also obtain structured
feedback as you can see what they like and dislike.
‘The Worlds Worse...’
Ask the group to make a list about everything that would make the ‘World’s Worst Museum’ or
‘World’s Worst Museum Visit’ or ‘World’s Worse Youth Forum’. By making this list you can then
work out what makes the best museum or visit.
What does the activity achieve: It is a fun light-hearted activity that is easy to understand and very
quickly gets to the heart of what makes things successful for young people.
The World’s Worst Museum Visit by the Kent Museums Formal Youth Forum – a group of 14 to 16
year old boys


















nothing to do – just looking
half the exhibits are closed
museum being robbed
you fall down in the museum and break your ankle
no reception
tour guide doesn’t know what they are talking about
curator has a boring voice
no submarine
they are not expecting you or it is closed
hours and hours and hours of talking or reading
disorganised and museum doesn’t know what they are doing
boring talks about what you already know
wrong kind of exhibits
lack of trust of young people
going to the beach (the group went to the beach before the session started and some got very,
very muddy!)
too expensive admission
no free lunch
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Therefore we decided that what made a good museum visit was:
 a submarine
 activities
 free lunch
 cheap/ free
 energetic curator
 good stuff to see
 interactives and sharing of knowledge and ideas
 learning something
 good reception
 not being robbed
 plenty of things to see that are relevant
References:
Many of the activities in this section have been adapted from a very useful book ‘Participation —
Spice it Up! Practical tools for engaging children and young people in planning and consultations’
by Save the Children and Dynamix
Published March 2003 ISBN 9781841870625
Another useful publication with ideas for developing consultations with young people is:
‘Consulting with Children and Young People’ by The Family Friendly Initiative
http://www.familyfriendly.net/downloads/Guidelines_2_Consulting%20with%20children%20&%20young%20people.p
df
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Case Study 7: Manchester Museum Youth Board
The Manchester Museum
Andrea Winn, Curator of Community Exhibitions
0161 306 1774
Andrea.winn@manchester.ac.uk
Project description:
The Manchester Museum Youth Board was set up in 2001. The Youth Board was formed to
give young people a chance to learn more about the Museum’s collections and the behindthe-scenes working of the Museum. The museum also wanted to hear opinions on what
The Manchester Museum had to offer young people and what it could offer in the future. It
was intended that the young people would help plan projects and programmes of interest
to young people of their age group.
Due to an increase in numbers and the age difference of the group a decision was taken, in
2007, to separate the Youth Board into two sections, the Junior Youth Board for children
aged 8 to 13 and the Senior Youth Board for young people aged 13 to 18.
The Senior Youth Board currently has 12 members. To date they have contributed to a new
permanent gallery, developed their own tours of the gallery that are offered to visitors.
They have played host to other youth forums providing introductory tours of the museum
and shared information about their work. They have given papers at conferences and
participated in consultation events for new gallery developments and other museum
projects.
Outcomes:
 The young people have gained confidence, enhanced their skills and experience of
museums and gained a youth volunteer achievement award.
 The Youth Board has enhanced the museums understanding of engaging with young
people and shaped they way we offer opportunities for young people to engage with the
museum.
Legacy:
 It is intended that the Museum Youth Board will continue to run and contribute to the
work of the museum.
 It is hoped that through the advocacy of the youth board members they will encourage
more young people to engage with the museum.
‘I have learnt so much being part of the museums youth board’ - participant
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Appendix A – Flyer for Kent Museums Informal Youth Forum

Kent Museums need

YOU!
Do you care about your environment?
Could you be inspired by the past to give
ideas for the future?
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What: Three museums in Kent need the opinions of young people
to decide how to make the museums interesting and fun places to
visit in the future.
Who: Young people from 14 – 19 years old, either as part of a
youth group or as individuals, who are interested in museums,
science, politics, sharing their opinions and having something
different on their CV.
How: We want to hold three meetings at three different museums
in Kent. At each meeting there will be a different theme and
content - such as trying on historic costumes, handling Ghurkhas
swords or discovering a load of old rubbish from World War II.
Each meeting is based on an issue of sustainability such as ‘reuse,
reduce, recycle’, ‘the impact of people moving to new areas’ and
‘local and international resources’. At each meeting we want your
opinion about the issues that the museums should investigate in the
future. The Youth Forum is free, transport will be provided for the
meetings and also a free lunch.
When:
Saturday 27th June at Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art Gallery from
10.30pm – 2.30pm
Saturday 4th July will meet at Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art
Gallery and then go to Royal Engineers Museum in Gillingham, from
10.30am – 3.45pm
Saturday 11th July will meet at Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art
Gallery and then go to Whitstable Museum from 10.30am –
5.00pm
It is hoped that this youth forum will continue after this initial
project.
For more information and to book please contact Claire
Adler: Email: claireadler@btinternet.com Telephone:
07970671965 or call in at Tunbridge Wells Museum & Art Gallery.
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Appendix B - Permission form for the Kent Museums Informal Youth Forum

Registration Form
Please use BLOCK CAPITAL letters for all your answers

Kent Museums Youth Forum

Young Person’s Details
Name of child
Date of Birth

Day   Month   Year  

Male



Female 

(please )

School your child
attends
What do you consider to be your child’s first language?

Parent/Guardian Details
Full Name

If you are working or are a student, where can we
contact you?

Address

Address

Telephone

Telephone

Mobile

Mobile

Email

Email

Other adults authorised to collect your son/daughter from the Project
Will anyone apart from Parent/Guardian be collecting your child?
 Yes
 No
If so, this must be a responsible person over 16. Please provide all the necessary contact details listed below:
Full Name

Full Name

Address

Address

Telephone

Telephone

Mobile

Mobile

Email

Email

Emergency Contact
Please list members of family/friends who may be contacted in the event of an accident or emergency. This person
may also be contacted in the event of a non-collection of your child.
Full Name

Full Name

Address

Address

Telephone Home

Telephone Home
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Telephone Work

Telephone Work

Mobile

Mobile

Email

Email

Parent consent for pupil arriving and leaving project on own
If your son/daughter is aged 8 or over and you want your son/daughter to arrive and/or leave the Project unaccompanied
you must give us written consent.

Signed (as proof of consent)

Health/Personal Matters
It is essential that we know about your children’s needs. Please note that details about your child’s health are completely
confidential, and will not make any difference to your child’s application to attend the Project.
However, you must tell us your doctor’s name and telephone number.
Name of Child’s Doctor

Telephone

Address
You must answer the 4 questions below. If you answer yes to any of them, ask for a ‘Personal Needs Form’. (Please )
Does your child have any allergies (including to sun block)?
Does your child need any medication on a permanent basis?
Does your child have a disability?
Are there any foods your child must not eat for religious or other reasons?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes











No
No
No
No

Consent for Supervised Outings
The Project involves three organised outings, a trip to The Royal Engineers Museum in Gillingham and Whitstable Museum.
To help us plan these trips, please let us know:
Is there any activity, which you do not wish your child to take part in?
If yes, please give details



Yes



No

Occasionally on long journeys, we may not be able to book coaches with seat belts. Do you agree to your child travelling
without a seatbelt in these circumstances?
 Yes
 No
Do you agree to your child travelling without a seatbelt on public transport?

 Yes

 No

Consent and Signature of Parent/Guardian (please tick)
o

I understand the questions on the form and have given full replies to them. I know that if my child has a special health and/or dietary need(s), I must
also complete a ‘Personal Needs’ Form.

o

I give my consent for my child to participate in outings (with any exceptions I have indicated above).

o

I give my consent to any emergency medical treatment necessary during the Project and therefore authorise the Project staff to sign on my behalf, any
written form of consent required by the hospital authorities, should medical treatment be necessary. This is provided every effort has been made to
reach me and seek my permission, and that delay in treatment is likely to endanger the child’s health or safety in the opinion of the doctor or hospital

o

In the event of any publicity/promotion in relation to this project, I give my permission for photographs of my child to appear. This may include in the
newspaper, as part of a public exhibition, or on one of the Project Partners website for the next three years

Museums, Libraries and Archives Council and SLIME project partners will not use individual’s names in any publications, publicity material
or on the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council website and SLIME project partners’ websites.
Museums, Libraries and Archives Council will retain this information as proof that consent was gained to use photographs/names but will
not disclose this personal information to any third parties and will not send unsolicited mail to you at the above address.
Date

Parent/Guardian Signature
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Funded by DCMS through the
MLA Renaissance Programme.
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